Ergativity, being a typologically significant feature, serves as basis for a bunch of genetically and structurally different languages of Eurasia. The paper suggests the bird's eye view of its manifestation in the selected samples of Indo-Iranian, Tibeto-Burman, Caucasian and Euskara (the Basque language of Spain). The provided analysis allows to assume that split ergativity displayed by certain Indo-Iranian languages is of the same (participial) origin and partially may have also been influenced by contactfactors. Consistent ergativity characterizing the majority of the Caucasian languages and Euskara is a phenomenon of semo-syntactic nature realizing itself on all the grammatical levels.
1978: 339). The important result of this approach is clustering of the majority of subject properties in agent -the process by which the language structure becomes more oriented towards the semantic roles than towards the syntactic categories.
The ergative Indo-Aryan languages form two different sets, roughly coinciding with G. Grierson's division of Neo-Indo-Aryan into the "Outer Branch" and the "Inner Branch" (Grierson 1931-3) . The first set is formed, among others, by Classical Dakkhini, "Dardic" shina, 1 Nepali, Assamese and, probably, by Old Bengali. The other set consists of the rest of the ergative Indo-Aryan languages of Northern and Central India. The two sets demonstrate differences in ways of expressing ergativity: in languages of the first group it is more or less consistent, while the languages of the second group are characterized by split ergativity.
In Assamese and Nepali transitive and intransitive verbs are differentiated only syntactically, but in Shina they are also opposed morphologically, as postfixes in transitive and intransitive forms of Past Indicative or Imperative are different; the same type of morphological contrast characterizes forms of conjunctive participles. Any transitive verb-form in Shina normally implies marking of A/SBJ by the ergative postposition s/se, suspiciously equivalent to functionally identical postposition of Literary Tibetan (see below), or -in certain contexts -the A/SBJ NP may be left unmarked. The verb almost always (the exceptions are implied, e.g., by Future tense forms) agrees with A/SBJ in Person [the opposition 'speaker (1 st person) ↔ non-speaker (2 nd + 3 rd persons]' reminds that one of Tibetan) and in Number (with the opposition 'SG ↔ PL'); in SG forms the Gender opposition 'm ↔ f' is also manifested: The situations in Nepali, Assamese (which, probably, reflects the early phase of evolution of the whole group of Magadhian languages, including Old Bengali) and also in Classical Dakkhini are similar to that one described for Shina. In Assamese, Nepali and Classical Dakkhini any transitive form occupying the predicate position demands that the sentence construction should follow the ergative pivot S/O ↔ A, while its intransitive correlate implies the nominative/accusative pivot S/A ↔ O. In transitive sentences the A/SBJ NP is obligatorily marked by the ergative postposition: e/i in assamese, le in Nepali and le/ne in Classical Dakkhini; 2 in intransitive constructions it remains unmarked. The verbal agreement in any type of sentences is invariably with the A/ SBJ:
1 There are varied genealogical classifications of the languages of Afghanistan and of the North-West of India. The author's position on the subject is near to that of Fussman (1972) and Strand (1973) . Strand, for example, suggests to separate Nuristani (that is 'Kafir' or 'Dardic proper') languages from those belonging to "Dardic" subgroup inside Indo-Aryan. To avoid confusion, the latter subgroup will be marked by the term "Dardic" (with quotation marks) -it includes into itself Shina, Kashmiri and some other languages of Dardic origin spread in Pakistan and Central Afghanistan. Languages of the second set imply split ergativity which is organized by the participial component of the predicate characterized by cooccurrence in it of features 'transitivity' and 'perfectiveness'; only under this condition the A/SBJ NP may acquire the ergative case marker. The agreement patterns in different languages of the set are manifold: the verb there may show agreement in Person/Number with A/SBJ or in Gender/Number with P/DO, or it may be fully absent, and in such cases the verb adopts the so called 'fixed form'. Some dialects of Marwari also demonstrate specific cases of split agreement when the participle agrees in Gender/Number with P/DO while the auxiliary verb agrees in Person/Number with A/SBJ (see below).
The languages of this set situated in the West of India show additional complexities concerning functioning of pronouns and nouns in ergative sentences. For example, in the ergative domain of Punjabi personal pronouns in the A/SBJ position are not to be marked by the ergative postposition ne/nẽ, but imply instead the 'zero'-marker of the absolutive case. When occupying the P/DO position, the same pronouns, functioning as Identified Object Markers (IOM), must obligatorily be marked by the DAT postposition nū. -The use of the latter prevents verbal agreement with any NP of the sentence, and the verb then takes its 'fixed form' (normally, that one of m/n SG). In 'maximally central' hindi the situation is slightly different: similarly to Punjabi hindi also uses IOM (represented by DAT postposition ko) with the P/DO pronouns, but, contrary to Punjabi, it allows the ergative postposition ne with any types of nominals. Compare in this respect hindi (9) and Punjabi (10); both the sentences in these two languages imply the same meaning 'you have seen me': The most archaic variety of split ergativity demonstrates "Dardic" Kashmiri where the verb agrees in Gender/Number with P/DO and in Person/Number (through pronominal affixes) with A/SBJ. The order of affixes in a verb-form is fixed: first are used the Gender/ Number affixes which in ergative domain characterize P/DO, in non-ergative -A/SBJ. After them the Person/Number affixes (obligatory for 2SG) come in the following hierarchical order: A -P -EXP/rEC/POSS. The latter linear order is non-transformable or non-permutable, and any 'zero' representation of the previous element allows the whole chain of affixes to move one step to the left. E.g.: 'I have sworn an oath.'
The phenomenon was first described by Magier (1983: 250) and later on confirmed by Khokhlova to whom the above given sample belongs (Khokhlova 2001: 168) .
In ergative domain of Braj the verb agrees in Gender/Number with P/DO, but if the latter is represented by 1st or 2nd persons pronouns, the verb will additionally agree in Person/ Number: Braj already possesses IOM, but it remains optional: the pronoun functioning as P/DO normally is marked by 'zero'-marker of ABS [as in (16) above], but it may also be followed by by the dative postposition kū(~) serving as IOM; presence or absence of kū(~) has no effect on verbal agreement which is oriented on P/DO:
The split ergativity also exists in a number of Iranian languages: in Pashto, Tati, Kurmanji, yaghnobi, etc.; the signs of its previous existence are evident even in now accusative Persian. On the superficial level the mechanism of ergativity in Iranian seems to differ considerably from that one in Indo-Aryan, as in Iranian it is determined by past tense of transitives. This state of things is well illustrated by Pashto: any past tense form of a transitive verb in the language determines marking of A/SBJ by the ergative case which coincides with the oblique. The P/DO NP is in the unmarked absolutive case, and the verb agrees with it in Gender/Number/Person; similar to Kashmiri, no IOM exists even with personal pronouns having property of P/DO: But from the diachronic point of view ergativity in Iranian and Indo-Aryan is of the same origin: its sources are constructions with Proto-Indo-European verbal adjectives in *-to/-no, which later on have become participles with perfective/resultative meaning. In Iranian their further development has gone along the temporal axe, while in Indo-Aryan aspect has become their dominant feature. Both -the Indo-Aryan and Iranian -language-groups exhibit ergativity in respect to case-marking and verb-agreement, and members of both the groups demonstrate deviations from either case-marking rules, or from agreement pattern, or even from both of these devices. The contact factor may also have been significant as, on the one hand, Eastern Iranian and Western Indo-Aryan (including "Dardic" Shina and Kashmiri), having split ergativity, suspiciously demonstrate geographical closeness towards each other and, on the other, Assamese, Nepali and, probably, also Old Bengali as systems with more or less consistent ergativity may for a long time have been in tight contacts with the consistently ergative Tibeto-Burman languages.
A number of the Tibeto-Burman languages, including Literary Tibetan, possess ergativity of nominal type: a transitive verb occupying the predicate position determines marking of the A/SBJ NP by a certain ergative marker. The P/DO of transitives and A/SBJ of intransitives are left unmarked; the verb-agreement is altogether absent. Typical are, e.g., situations in Tibetan and Ladakhi -the former uses postposition (gi)s/s(e), the latter -affix -e/-ṅi for marking the ergative case of the A/SBJ NP: The ergative languages of Caucasus may be distributed into several groups. Group (1) is formed by Nach-Daghestan languages with their maximally consistent semo-syntactic ergativity; group (2) consists of Abkhaz-Adygh languages which do not have any means of case-marking in nominals, but concentrate their consistent ergativity in the system of verb; group (3) is represented by languages like Lezgin and Agul with exclusively nominal (latest) type of ergativity; group (4) is constituted by Kartvelian languages (like Georgian, Swanish, etc.) characterized by split ergativity.
In the Darghin language of Daghestan the semantic roles are in direct correlation with the corresponding morphological markers: in a transitive sentence the A/SBJ NP is marked by affix of the ergative/instrumental case and the P/DO NP -by 'zero' marker of the absolutive case which also marks the A/SBJ NP of an intransitive sentence. In a transitive verbform prefixes express the Class/Number properties of the Patient, and postfixes mark the Person/Number characteristics of the Agent: 'I went away.'
The ergativity system of Tsakhur is similar to that one of Darghin, but Class markers in Tsakhur verb-forms may also be infixes, not only prefixes as in Darghin. Besides, functioning of the 1st and 2nd person pronouns of Tsakhur in A/SBJ position implies neutralization of opposition between the ergative and absolutive cases -the phenomenon analogues with that one of Punjabi: Languages of group (2) demonstrate some differences: while nominals in Adygh are characterized by the morphological opposition 'ergative/oblique -absolutive', their Abkhazian counterparts do not imply cases-marking system at all; the Class/Person distinctions of A/SBJ and of P/DO are directly reflected in agreement patterns of verb-forms. In Adygh -me(e) is used as ergative marker for A/SBJ of transitives, and -r as absolutive marker for A/ SBJ of intransitives and for P/DO of transitives: Ergativity in Adygh is not constrained with the opposition of ergative -absolutive cases, it is also entangled with additional grammatical contrasts -such as, e.g., 'definiteness -indefiniteness' in nominals and 'concrete -non-concrete (action)' in verbs. (The latter opposition is similar to that one which is significant for ergative domain in Nepali). In forms of transitives it is expressed by transfixes e-…-ә ('concrete') ↔ ma-/me-…-e ('non-concrete'): e-lažI-ә '(he) is working (with some definite object)' ↔ me-lažI-e '(he) is at work' (= 'his occupation is work in general'). If in a sentence with a non-concrete transitive verb P/DO is represented by 'definite' NP, the ergative -m of A/SBJ is to be replaced by the absolutive marker -r. In case the 'indefinite' status of the P/DO NP is to be expressed, the absolutive -r is replaced by 'zero'; other components of a verb-form remain intact. -Compare pairs (33) ↔ (34), on one hand, and (35) In Abkhazian, the other member of group (2), nominals are not declined, but personal pronouns imply oppositions in Person, other pronouns and nouns are characterized by Class -distinctions; all these features are mirrored in verb-forms. The verbal stems imply differences in transitivity only semantically and do not express them morphologically, but the conjugated verb-forms express the opposition through sets of prefixes. -Class-characteristics of any nominal in SG, functioning as A/SBJ of a transitive sentence, are reflected by verbal prefixes: i-for 'masc. human', l(ә)-for 'fem. human', a-for 'non-human'; with nominals in PL the opposition is only 'human (prefix d/dә-) -non-human (prefix i-)'. The other set of verbal prefixes marks the properties of intransitive A/SBJ and of transitive P/ DO; still other set of verbal prefixes serves for expressing differences of pronouns in Person. As cases are absent, the order of NPs in a sentence is normally fixed and correlates with the syntactic functions of NPs: first comes the A/SBJ NP, after it follows the NP representing Experiencer/recipient/Possessor, the 3rd position is occupied by the P/DO NP. Inside the verb-forms the order of prefixes is different -the 1st position is occupied by prefixes expressing P/DO, the 3rd -by prefixes of A/SBJ; prefixes expressing other roles are placed between those two: (39) s-ab at'šә i-i-g-oyt The nominal components of a sentence may be omitted as the verb with its prefixes expresses the necessary meaning: (43) i
-sә-l-t-eyţ
NhUM -rEC.1SG -A.hUM.f -give -PST 'She it to me gave.' (= lit. 'it -me to -she -gave') 7
The phenomenon reminds Kashmiri verbal structures of the type wuchu-th-as 'I saw you' (lit. 'seen -by you -I'), but contrary to Abhazian, Kashmiri uses postfixes, not prefixes.
In Lezgin, as a member of group (3), verbs are devoid of any categories expressing agreement with NPs; the system of case-marking is typical for ergative languages: postfix -di marks A/SBJ in a transitive sentence, the 'zero'-affix of the absolutive case marks A/SBJ of intransitives and P/DO of transitives: (Meschaninov 1967: 68-73) .
The same type of ergativity is present in Agul which slightly differs from Lezgin as its personal pronouns, irrespective of transitivity/intransitivity of the verb, imply 'zero'-marker of the absolutive case -the situation is thus similar to one existing in Punjabi (see above).
The majority of Kartvelian languages, forming group (4), are characterized by split ergativity determined by temporal features of the verb (Iranian type): the Aorist tense of transitives implies ergative marking of A/SBJ; in the Perfect tense it is marked by dative; in the Present tense of a transitive verb and in any tense of an intransitive A/SBJ is to be marked by absolutive. The situation in Kartvelian is well illustrated by Georgian where in case of Aorist tense-forms of transitives A/SBJ is marked by ergative -ma and P/DO -by absolutive -i; in Perfect tense-forms the dative -s(a) is used for A/SBJ and P/DO is marked by the absolutive -i; in the Present tense the absolutive -i is used for A/SBJ, the dative -s for P/DO. Class-differentiation is irrelevant for Modern Georgian, and the verbal agreement lp lVii (2) BOrIS ZAKhAryIN (in categories of Person/Number) is normally with A/SBJ, but it may also be with P/DO if the latter is represented by a pronoun:
The man built the house.'
The man is building the house.'
The woman has (evidently) spun the thread.'
The Euskara (Basque) language, spread in circum-Pyrenesian area, is represented by a great number of dialects, even the literary standard implies four different varieties. Euskara happens to be a descendant of the language of settlers of Ancient Iberia that inhabited the country long before the arrival there of roman and Germanic tribes, genetically it does not belong to any of known groups. Morpho-syntactically Euskara is consistently ergative: A/SBJ of transitives is marked by the ergative case affix -k, while P/DO of transitives and A/ SBJ of intransitives imply 'zero'-markers of the absolutive case. The grammatical features of A/SBJ and P/DO are also mirrored by affixes in verb-forms. In present tense forms of intransitives affixes almost fully coincide with the corresponding personal pronouns occupying the A/SBS position. But in present tense forms of transitives postfixes marking A/SBJ and prefixes marking P/DO considerably differ from prototypical pronouns:
The Euskara sentences, organized by transitives in the past tense and having pronominal A/SBJs and P/DOs of the 3rd Person, may completely omit the nominal components, but specificity of the remaining verb-forms lies in the fact that A/SBJ is to be expressed not by ordinary postfixes, but by prefixes, formally similar to those used in the present tense for P/ DOs of transitives or for A/SBJs of intransitives. Compare in this respect the pair of sentences, organized by the verb erama-/arama-'to carry' and implying either present (51) or past (52) tenses: The number of stems generating synthetically composed verb-forms in Euskara is very small, normally only the analytic tense/mood expressions are in use. The first component in them is a certain indeclinable participle and the second element is represented by forms of two auxiliaries -either by izan 'to be' (used with intransitives) or by ukan 'to have' (used with transitives). The first component of the analytic expression (normally implying an aspect-marking postfix) serves to express the lexical meaning, while the grammatical markers are concentrated in the auxiliary. There are (rare) cases when a semantically intransitive verb determines marker of the ergative case -k for A/SBJ and simultaneous use of the transitive auxiliary ukan-:
The water has boiled.'
The opposite process, when in a transitive sentence the ergatively marked A/SBJ is elided and only the 'zero'-marked P/DO remains, may also take place; auxiliary in such cases is represented by forms of intransitive izan-'to be' (and not of ukan-'to have'):
'Someone has sold the house.'
'The house has been sold.'
Pairs of sentences like (54) and (55) seem to allow us to suppose that Passive transformation is at work here. But the assumption is unwarrantable: as Bossong has shown, the Euskara verbal system does not possess the grammatically expressed diatheses, because the language has no functional motivation for either promotion or demotion of any of the corresponding NPs; thus, neither Passive nor Antipassive do exist in Euskara (Bossong 1984 (47): 39) .
Almost any Euskara sentence may be transformed into an attributive construction through the help of relativizer -(a)n/-(e)n. In this process of relativization the pronominal A/SBJ differing in Person from P/DO may be deleted, still no ambiguity normally arises. -Compare in this respect sample (56) and its relativized derivative (56a): having analyzed other instances of coreferential deletion, Bossong has come to the conclusion that, except some morphologically determined cases (as above), there are practically no restrictions on Euskara NPs' accessibility to relativization or deletion: any NP, belonging to intransitive or transitive sentence and having markers of absolutive, ergative or dative, is deletable or relativizable. According to Bossong, this means that in Euskara syntax neither pivot A/S ↔ O, nor its antagonist pivot A ↔ S/O are really acting and that Dixon's notions A, S, O and their configurations are in general not applicable to the language (Bossong 1984 (47): 17) .
The same typological irrelevancy of primitives A, S, O may also be stated for numerous semantically ergative languages of Daghestan which have been thoroughly analyzed by Kibrik. -As Kibrik remarks, "the difference between ergative and accusative languages lies not in the specificity of expressing 'subject -object relations', but in the fact that, while accusative languages do rely upon those relations as constituents of their structures, the ergative languages do not possess them at all" (Kibrik 1992: 205-206) . The structures of Euskara and of Nakh-Daghestan languages are also similar in that (a) they are devoid of such grammatical category as 'voice', (b) the basic word order in them is SOV, that is, the most typical one for consistently ergative languages. In Euskara almost all possible permutations of the sentence constituents are permitted. A few exceptions concern auxiliaries which cannot occupy the initial position; besides, no interpolations between the main verb and the auxiliary following it are possible (Itziar Laka 1996: 1.1.0, 1.1.1).
Taking into account selective coding and behavioral properties -such as case marking, verb agreement, basic word order, relativization rules and absence of the category of voice, -we may come to the following conclusions: inside the analyzed ergative systems the demarcation line disjoints the languages of Western Eurasia from their Central Eurasian counterparts. In languages of Western Eurasia (represented by Euskara and by the NakhDaghestan branch of Caucasian languages) ergativity is a deep-structure phenomenon of semo-syntactic nature. The analyzed samples representing Central Eurasia may be distributed into three main groups: (a) the Tibeto-Burman languages (like, e.g., Ladakhi and Literary Tibetan); (b) the Indo-Aryan/"Dardic" languages of the North and East (like Nepali, Shina, Assamese, etc.); (c) the remaining ergative systems of Indo-Iranian. Languages of group (a) are demonstrating the latest, nominal, phase of consistent ergativity. Very similar to it is the type of ergativity, characterizing members of group (b) -it implies existence of the ergative case marker in nominals and of agreement rules in verbs. The secondary ergativity in these languages has been influenced by long time contacts with Tibetan neighbors. Languages of group (c) possess partial ergativity based on systemic split that has been determined by functional changes in verbal adjectives of Common Indo-European.
